
What We Do

    BrightStar Solar   
    Installations

BrightStar Solar Global (BrightStar) 
is a Renewable Energy Division of 
Zenith Guild Enterprises Nigeria 
Limited.

We aim to help with sustanaible 
Electricity generation in Nigeria and 
other sub-Saharan Africa countries 
with aid of Solar Energy Systems. 

We work on all the strata of Solar Energy 
Generating Systems  ranging from the 
Commercial system to Roof Top System 
to Distributed Energy System and to the 
large Utility solar Farm Installation

Below is a Summary of How We Work
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We work with our partners to bring/offer an integrated end-to-end service: developing, structuring finance, 
building, operating and maintaining solar systems and storage to satisfy all our customers needs whether in 
their communities, their offices or at their homes.

             The Energy Syst em s We Of fer

Solar  Farm s-Ut i l i t y Scale Project s Dist r ibut ed Energy Syst em s

Com m ercial Syst em s Roof  Top -Hom e Syst em s
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Commercial

Distributed

Home- Roof Top
Commercial  Solar Energy System  is aimed 
at Industries , all Commercilal 
establishments , Big  Schools/Universities, 
Hospitals, Agricultural Farm that need  large 
amount  of energy  for their day to day 
running

Distributed Energy System is for 
Communities and Local Government areas 
especially in the inter-land who cannot easily 
acess their countries National  Grid or whose  
National  Grid  are not serving properly.

Roof Top Systems are for Home Owners 
who want free access to constantly available 
electricity for their every day living.

- Energy needs  between  85kW - a few MW

- For  Industries and all Commercial places

- Can incorporate  hybrid systems

- Available  Financing Option - BrightStar 

Gold with PPA, BrightStar Buy, BrightStar 

Advantage (see explaination overleaf  

- Energy needs  0.5 MW - a few MW

- Good for Interlands Communities  also for 

Local Governents, Housing Estates and Solar 

Villages -. Need  Micro_Grids 

-  Finance Option - BrightStar Silver with 

Pre-Paid Meters, BrightStar Buy, BrightStar 

Advantage (See Overleaf)

- Energy Needs - Between 4kW - 20kW or 

more

- For Home Owners

- Can be Stand Alone, Hybrid  or Embeded

- Finance Option - BrightStar -Silver, with 

Prepaid  Meter, BrightStar Advantage and 

BrightStar Buy (See explanation Overleaf)

OUR VISION  STATEMENT:
To be Africa?s foremost 
Alternative Energy Solutions 
Provider

Distributed  
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 Our  M ission St at em ent :   

To drive countries in Africa to utilize one of their most abundant and free 
natural resources -The Sun  for the generation of electricity towards the 
Sustainable Development of their Economies and Prosperity of her People. 



                              Commer cial  Solar  System

This model is ideal for large institutions, business parks, agricultural farms,, 
mining companies and industrial plants. The construction of these systems 
will typically be smaller than the grid tied utility  systems, In cases where our 
BrightStar Gold is the financial Option chosen by the Client, tariff payment 
will be borne by those companies and institutions based on the agree 
PPA,with with the Companies  being the respective PPA counterparty. This is 
especially useful for industries  where there is no proximity to the national 
grid. And several industrial plants, mining companies and agricultural firms 
in Nigeria and Many countries in Africa are experiencing chronic power 
shortages which affect their material output and thus efficiency, a valid 
alternative and cost-efficient means of electricity generation like Solar 
Energy generation will be key to efficient productivity  in many of these  
industries in Nigeria and other sub-Saharan African countries. Embedded 
systems can also be targeted at large institutions, business parks, 
agricultural farms, mining companies and industrial plants..

 

How It  Works  

Commercial Solar system iwill be developed, built and operated 

on the buyer?s property. Energy produced is fed into Client 's 

electrical system. 

We can provide a detailed analysis of consumption loads and 

resources required to implement a solution that suit your 

needs in your  industries once we know how you operate and 

what you need   

This design is a customized renewable energy plant which can 

directly connected to your system. Depending on your choice of 

Financing Option, we cover costs of installation and would also 

be responsible for system operation and maintenance. if you 

choose  our BrightStar Gold with PPA option

We seek that you have an economic advantage, giving you 
electricity at your own terms -when and where you want it. We 
consider the current market and give you a competitive price. A 
typical PPA agreem ent  can last  bet ween 10 and 20 years, 
depending on your requirements, and may include a variety of 
purchase and renewal options.  

Key features

 · Savings on grid distribution charges 

· Direct physical supply  

· Competitive pricing  

· Quality of supply improvement, minimizing curtailment issues 
for example  tailor-made renewable energy plant and contract   



                       Dist r ibut ed Energy Syst em

How  It  Works

-We develop solar energy grid integration systems that incorporates advanced 
integrated inverter/controllers/, storage, and energy management systems that 
can support communication protocols used 
by energy management and utility distribution level systems.  

-Our ultimate aim will be to develop advanced integrated inverter/controller
 hardware that is more reliable with longer lifetimes, e.g., 15 years mean time 
before failure and a 50% cost reduction.    

Our regulation concepts are embedded in inverters, controllers, and dedicated 
voltage conditioner technologies that integrate with power system voltage 
regulation, providing fast voltage regulation to mitigate flicker and faster voltage 
fluctuations caused by local PV fluctuations.  

-We will develop DC power distribution architectures as an into-the-future 
method to improve overall reliability (especially with micro-grids), power quality, 
local system cost, and very high-penetration PV distributed generation.  

-Advanced communications and control concepts will be integrated 
with solar energy grid systems. These will be key to providing 
sophisticated micro-grid operation that maximizes efficiency, power quality, and 
reliability.  

-Inverter-tied storage systems that will integrate with distributed PV generation to 
allow intentional islanding (microgrids) and system optimization functions 
(ancillary services) will be used to increase the economic competitiveness of 
distributed generation).   

Distributed Energy System is good for Communities and 
Local Government areas especially in the inter-land where 
access to the  National  Grid is non existence or those 
communties that are poorly served by the National  Grid.

This system is also good for built Housing Estates, many  of 
which are presently springing up all around the country. 

Also In partnership with Guild Property Investors, the 
property subsidiary Arm of Zenith Guild Enterprises UK 
Limited (our sister company), we can build Solar Village for 
those with substantial amount of land property upon which a 
Solar Village (that can be solely powered by Solar 
Electricity) can be built. Also indididual wishing to buy their  
own property from our built up Solar Vilage can also 
purchase this whenever these are ready for sale.. 

All our Distributed Energy Systems are usually developed 
with Micro-Grids with robust monitoring and Pre-paid Meters 
for revenue collection. The size and the robustness of the 
system can be adjusted to the need of the benefiting 
community.or people.



     For  Hom es-St and Alone/Em bedded Syst em s

There are 3 Types of rooftop solar PV systems

- These are  Grid-tied ? These Systems are designed to work with 
the grid alone. Thus, it is a combination of solar PV and grid. As 
these systems depend on the reference voltage provided by the 
grid for their operations, grid-tied systems do not work when the 
grid is down. 

- Grid-interactive ? This system works in conjunction with either a 
battery backup or diesel generator to support the load even 
during a power failure. 

- Off-grid ? Off-grid systems are designed to operate independent 
of the grid, these systems sync with a diesel generator and/or 
batteries. Battery based systems used to be of smaller capacity 
due to the cost involved, but the rising cost of other power 
sources, and the lack of power at any cost has seen a steady 
increase in battery based system sizes The difference between 
the systems lies in the kind of inverter used, and the inclusion of 
batteries. As various vendors use different terminology for these 
systems we urge you to verify the functions of the offered system 
rather than going by the name alone.
 
  

 A Roof t op PV syst em , is a photovoltaic 
system that has its electricity-generating 
solar panels mounted on the rooftop of a 
residential or commercial building or 
structure. The various components of such 
a system include photovoltaic modules, 
mounting systems, cables, solar inverters 
and other electrical accessories.  

Rooftop mounted systems are small 
compared to ground-mounted 
photovoltaic power stations with 
capacities in the megawatt range. Rooftop 
PV systems on residential buildings 
typically feature a capacity of about 5 to 20 
kilowatts (kW), while those mounted on 
commercial buildings often reach 100 
kilowatts or more.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Electricity
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_panel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_panel
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_module
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_module
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_mounting_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_mounting_system
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_cable
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_inverter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Solar_inverter
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_power_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_power_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Photovoltaic_power_station
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Megawatt
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kilowatts


             Ut i l i t y Scale Syst em s- Solar  Farm s

 UTILITY SCALE 
 A utility-scale solar facility is one which generates 
solar power and feeds it into the grid, supplying a 
utility with energy. Virtually every utility-scale 
solar facility has a power purchase Agreement 
(PPA) with a utility, guaranteeing a market for its 
energy for a fixed term of time.   

How We work

 

St ages of  Developm ent s

          And Last  But  Not  t he Least

 Stage 7- COMMISSIONING  

Independent  Review  of  

com m issioning

- Performance Testing .
- Preparation of as built design 

(for future reference point) 



Ut il i t y Scale



                             Financing Opt ions

 

We of fer  t wo plans on our  Lease Syst em : 

 

- Br ight St ar - Silver - Pay  Mont hly -      lets you prepay your lease as 
you go as you go through a  monthly-prepaid meter. 

- Br ight St ar - Gold- - is lease arrangement made for commercial 
setting, This necessitates an  arrangement based on Private Power 
Purchase Arrangement (PPA) which will allow  verified user to pay 
for their power usage over the Life Cycle of the power plant, or if 
preferred client may opt to make full payment within 10 years of 
operation.

At BrightStar Solar Global, we offer two kinds of purchase plans: 

 

    Br ight St ar    Advant age - if you finance with a Loan or  Mor t gages 

    Br ight St ar   Plat inum  or  Buy - if you purchase the system outright

    yourself ( Full Paym ent  Opt ion)   

Loans & Mor t gages -  Br ight St ar    Advant age

You can take up a solar Loan or an energy efficiency mortgage from 
any of our participating bank to finance your solar system. With loans or 
a Energy Mortgages,  

You will still have to pay the complete Installation cost upfront  albeit 
through the loan you will get from the bank. Most of our Installation 
Systems  (Commercial, Home, and Distributed System can all benefit 
under this arrangement. 



Financing 

BrightStar - Silver- Pay 
Monthly

BrightStar -Gold (PPA)Ideal customer

Kilowatt required

How it works

lets Home owners prepay their  lease  as 
they go, through a monthly-Prepaid 
meter. There will also be an option for 
the client to buy back his or her Solar 
Power Plant later on if desired. 

Industries , Commercial and 
Institutions goes under this. And a  
private PPA with clients will be put 
in place with this.  

4kw- 10kw 85 kW  up to 20 MW but > 25MW

Summary

Br ight St ar  -Silver .

Your home must be fully owned by you before you can benefit from this 
Scheme. In addition you must be in a position to pay your energy usage 
installments which will come Prepaid on monthly basis with a Prepaid 
Meter.  

Once your building your has been verified as good for Solar Installation 
and your Energy needs has been ascertained. Your Solar Energy System  
installed. This will come fully packaged with your Prepaid meter and 
Monitoring Systems.

Lease Opt ion



How it works Br ight St ar  - Gold.

  This is  a lease arrangement made for commercial setting, This necessitates an  
arrangement based on Private Power Purchase Arrangement (PPA) which will 
allow  verified user to pay for their power usage over the Life Cycle of the power 
plant, or if preferred clients may opt to make full payment within 10 years of 
operation.

This model is ideal for large institutions, business parks, agricultural farms,, mining companies 
and industrial plants that have been in operation for some time and are well established.

Once the suitability of the client has been verified, the energy need of the set up 
will be quantified with the help of the client. The private  PPA will then be signed 
with the client and milestones will be set. 

Once  the installation has been completed and the power plant commissioned,  
the PPA will then be kick started.

Lease Opt ion- Br ight St ar  Gold



Financing - Advant age/Full Paym ent  Opt ions

BrightStar - Advantage BrightStar Platinum or Buy

Ideal  Cust om er

Kilowatt required

How it works

You can take up a solar Loan or an 
energy efficiency mortgage from our 
participating banks to finance your solar 
system. 

With loans or mortgages, you?ll still have to 
pay the complete upfront cost of the home 
solar system. At BrightStar Solar Global, 
we offer two kinds of purchase plans: 

Clients pay full installation money  
upon Installation  and have full 
ownership  of their plant.

 As Required by Client    As Required by Client

Customers  that  would  like to purchase their Solar Energy System can either do 
this outright with their own money with no recourse to bank loan (BrightStar Buy  
or Platinum )  Or get help through  our participating  banks who may be able to 
offer them loan for this under our BrightStar  Advantage Scheme.

All  customers who  will benefit under the BrightStar Advantage Scheme  will be 
verified thoroughty to ensure that paying back their loans back to the bank will not 
be difficult for them. The bank will have the final say on this. 

Once the loan has been approved, the  Energy system will be installed and put in to 
functioning for them to use. 


